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Introduction 

Scholars of modern Chinese history have been quick to point out the 
increasing decentralization of power after the Taiping Rebellion.1 ) In this 

process the Governor (hsiln-fu )filMl€) and Governor General (tsung-tu ~~'!-) 
serving as regional officials gained control over the powers of government 
finance and the military building on the support they had won from th'e 
regional gentry, thus consolidating their power vis-a-vis the central govern
ment. Previous scholarship has suggested various approaches to this problem. 
The first tr'eats the consolidation of the power of the Governor and Governor 
General, especially the strengthening of their control over military affairs, 

stressing the formation and nature of the Hsiang Jij army and the Huai ~,ft 

army as illustrations.2) The second treats the consolidation of their financial 
power during the late Ch'ing m period analyzing changes in the financial 
system.3 ) The third treats the role reformist, mostly local officials, played in 
the building of capitalism in China.4) The fourth treats the gentry's role in 
regional government, stressing the changes in their ability and position with
in the ruling structure.5 ) To clarify the process of consolidation of power, 
the following two questions need to be considered. 

What concrete policies did provincial governments implement to bolster 
their financial power, and what changes did such measures bring to the struc
ture of regional and central bureaucratic governments including the existing 
financial system? Second, though a co-operative relationship existed between 

the gentry and the Governor and Governor General, how did the gentry 
actually participate in regional government and what was the nature of their 

co-operation? 
This article will consider these questions through an examination of 

local financial problems in Kiangsu province before the Taiping Rebellion 

and Li Hung-chang's *~~ financial policy in that province during and 
directly after the Taiping Rebellion. First we will look at Li's policy toward 

military expenses during the emergency period when Taiping forces invaded 
Kiangsu province. Second, we will consider his land tax reform. Since many 
studies have dealt with the second point, 6) this article will primarily con-
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centrate on the former point, Li Hung-chang's policy toward military 

expenses. 

I. Local Finance in Kiangsu before the Taiping Rebellion 

It was imperative for Li Hung-chang to win support from the Suchou 

~HI gentry to implement his financial policy in Kiangsu province. The 
Suchou gentry for their part were also anxious to ingratiate themselves with 

Li H ung-chang and the Hsiang army officials. in an effort to get him to carry 
out changes in the financial system which they th·emselves had been promot
ing even prior to the Taiping invasion. To understand why th'e financial 

policies proposed by the Suchou gentry and the Governor and Governor 
Gen·eral met with failure, we need to first examine in some detail local finance 

in the pre-Taiping period. 

(1) Financial Problems 
Local finance in the Suchou region7> showed a gradual increase in ex

penditure beginning in the Chia-ch'ing lr~ period [1796-1820], and getting 
more pronounced after th'e mid-Tao-kuang ilfi:16 period [1821-50]1 the situation 
finally becoming so serious that the amount of tribute grain sent to the central 

government decreased. The basic reason for this financial crisis was the in
crease in th'e expense of sending tribute grain to the central government, 
which had to be met out of funds held by department and county govern
ments. The greatest expense involved was the cost of canal transport (pang
fei t~nt). 

In Kiangsu province during the early Ch'ing period three kinds of funds 
were allocated to cover the costs of transporting tribute grain: revenue from 

military colony land (t'un-t'ien -i:t!EB) under the control of each garrison sta
tion (wei-so ffi"FJT), ric'e collected in addition to tribute grain, and silver col

lected to cover the costs of delivering tribute grain (ts'ao-hsiang~yin ?l~iN). 
But during the Yung-cheng mIE period [1722-35], with the increase in the 

cost of troop transport (yun-chun 31'.iJ), transport expenses were supple

mented with funds from the counties. The rise in the cost of canal trans

port led to an increase in surcharge assessment (fu-shou ~J\5(). An Imp•erial 

Edict of November 1799 had raised the question of a reform of the surcharge 

assessment. However, the reform was blocked by opposition from the Trans

port General (ts'ao-yun tsung-tu ?13'm1!t'I), Chiang Chao-k'uei ~~t~, who 
claimed that it was impossible to reduce the cost of canal transport due to 
an increase in expenditures which was th'e result of price-rises.8> During the 

Tao-kuang period, such people as Yao Wen-t'ien -Wt3tE8, T'ang Chin-chao 

~~iU and Wang Chia-hsiang ::E*ffl repeatedly discussed the need to reform 
surcharge assessments which had inctea~ed because of the rise in the cost of 
canal transport and other customary fees (lou-kuei M~) related to tribute 
grain transportation.9> 
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Table A. Shift in Cost of Canal Transport 

Year Cost of Canal Transport per Ship 

Pre 1809 100-200-300 taels CD 

1809 500- 600-700 · 800 taels CD 

1821 below 500 • 600 dollars ® 

1827 I, 000 taels @ 

1831-33 Suchou )UM prefecture 1, 400-1, 500 dollars ® 
Sungkiang fll[ prefecture 1, 400-1, 500 dollars ® 

Sources: CD Huang-ch'ao cheng-tien lei-tsuan ~:i{i]jgfc~~lHJ, 49: 3a. 
® Wei Yilan chi ~it~, (Peking: **•fµj, 1975.) Bk. I, pp. 425-426. 
@ T• ao W en-yi kung eh' ilan-chi ~WJ3t~¾:ii:d~, 7: 30a. 

Table B. Shi£ t in Cost of Canal Transport of Tribute Grain per Pi cul 

Year Cost of Canal Transport of Tribute Grain per Picul 

Chia-ch'ing period I ts'ao-p'ing tael CD 
(1796-1820) 18 taels ® 

Pre mid-Tao-kuang period 4 taels @ (1821-1850) 

1846 over 6 dollars (=5.5 taels) @ 

1851 1 picul @ 

75 

Sources: CD Ts"ui-tsu hsing flffl.f.r; quoted in Hoshi Ayao £~~: Min Shin Jidai Kotsil
shi no Kenkyil !lijiff~ft36m~oiliFfJ'G (Studies on the History of Transport during 
the Ming and Ch'ing Periods), Tokyo: 0-!Jfll±IJ:imf:, 1971, pp. 336-350. In Hsiao
pin-lu k'ang-yi ~7J~Jilm/li, p. 30a, Feng Kuei-fen wrote the regular sum had been 
1 tael. ® Hsiao-pin-lu k'ang-yi, p. 30b. @ Based on Wei Yiian's ~It view 
given in Hsiao-pin-lu k'ang-yi, p. 30b. @ In the An-Wu ssu-chung ~~[2:gffl, 7: 
6b Pao Shih-ch'en {gffl:g stated that the cost for an administrator to deliver 
tribute grain to a transport ship was 8 dollars per picul of rice. At that time 
the price of rice did not exceed 2 dollars per picul, so the cost of canal trans
port amounted to more than 6 dollars per picul. @ TWCKCC, tsou-kao ~;\%, 
pp. 15-16. 

Table A indicates the increase in the cost of canal transport from the 
Chia-ch'ing period on showing the cost per transport ship (pang-ch'ilan 1itfd). 
Tabl'e B indicates the shift in the cost of canal transport per picul (tan "1:i) 
of tribute grain. Total costs of collection including transport expenses 
amounted to more than three times the regular sum after the mid-Tao-kuang 
period. 

Contemporaries gave a number of reasons for the increase in the cost of 
canal transport. Yao W,en-t'ien pointed to the following two factors in his 
memorial of 1821. First there was an across the board increase in all expenses 
concerning local finance due to the rise in prices, and second there was a 
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need to supplement income because of the decrease in the additional income 
derived from shipping private goods on the grain transport ships, which ac

companied the decline in commerce. Before the early Tao-kuang period many 
others beside Yao attributed the cause to price-rises. Rice prices rose from the 
mid-Chia-ch'ing period to the beginning of the Tao-kuang period and fen 
thereafter,10 > but the prices of other commodities, especially the prices of non

agricultural products, seemed to continue to rise after 1823.11> Wei Yuan 
wt~ writes that in the beginning county governments used copper cash to pay 

for troop transport but later changed to using silver dollars as they proved 
more economical. In the course of time the exchange rate of silver dollars 
became pegged to copper cash and the rise in the value of silver dollars led 
to an increase in the cost of canal transport.12> Moreover, Lin Tse-hsil 

#J!U{~ reported that each transport ship exchanged silver dollars for silver 
taels before leaving Kiangnan ports because silver dollars were not in circula

tion north of the Yellow River. The commission on the currency exchange 
taken by merchants was initially paid by the ship which was later reimbursed 
by the county governments. Lin stressed that the burden of paying these com

mission expenses had been shifted to the county governments.13> Both these 

opinions, shared the commonly held view attributing the increase in the cost 
of canal transport to problems in monetary circulation. 

The s·econd reason for the crisis in local finance was the increase in ex
penses in county governments brought about by the communication of the rice 

tax from collection in kind to payment in silver taels. The commutation of 

the rice tax to silver taels or copper cash was practiced on a perman'ent 
basis in many areas of China; in other areas, commutation was used in years 
of poor harvest and in areas like T'ai-ts'ang :i;:;i department which produced 
little rice.14) Local officials took m·easures to use the silver taels collected to 

buy rice to send to the central government. However, as the expenses con

nected with transporting it increased and the price the county governments 

paid to buy rice from merchants rose, the difference between the expenses 
incurred and the amount collected based on the official conversion rate (che

chia ~{l) decided by county governments widened, and county governments 
had to make up the difference.15> 

County governments tried to solve the problem by shifting the burden of 

such increases to the tax-payers in the form of a surcharge assessment and an 
excessively high conversion rate (lo-che lb~) on the rice tax.16> These two 
factors were frequently singled out as being the source of the problem, because 
the transportation of tribute grain se·emed to be the basic reason for the finan
cial difficulties confronting county governments. The details of the increase 

in the surcharge assessment and the excessively high conversion rate on the 

rice tax are given below. 

First let us consider the increase in the surcharge assessment. The memo
rial by Yao W·en-t'ien of 1821 mentioned above stated that the surcharge assess-
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ment on the rice tax was not implemented before I 764. After that date the cor
rupt practice of surcharge assessment was introduced as the population grew 
and finance becam'e increasingly difficult. At first this practice was included in 
the hu-mien Mffi surcharge assessment (lin-chien ~~ lit. to heap up rice 
when measured by picul-measure, and t'i-hu ~AA lit. to push rice into picul
measure). Later when che-k'ou iir1□ was first implemented some sheng 7t were 
added per picul as a surcharge to cover the costs of wastage (hao-mi ~*), and 
this surcharge increased finally reaching 0.4 or 0.5 piculs.17) Later on a reform 
in 1846 in Ch'ang-shu 'it~ and Chao-wen ~B)'( counties decreed that when 
paying the rice tax in kind, an extra 1.6-1.7 piculs should be added for each 
picul.18 ) Feng Kuei-fen 1,ittf}: stated in a letter to the Kiangsu Governor. 
Hsu Nai-chao !lf7J~U, that to realize 1 picul it was necessary to collect an extra 
1.5-1.6 piculs.19l Hence, when rice tax was paid in kind, the surcharge assess
ment gradually increased, the amount rising to an extra 2 piculs per picul. 

Next let us 'examine the details of the excessively high conversion rate on 
the rice tax. The commuted rice tax was called yung-che-mi ::rkifr*, and the 
rate had been constant since the Ming, at 0.7 ts'ao-p'ing 113¥- taels per picul, 
in a cotton producing region like T'ai-ts'ang department. In other areas of 
Kiangsu province, the rice tax was collected in other forms such as silver 
taels in lean years. For example, in 1755 the conversion rate was regulated at 
1 ts'ao-p'ing tael per picul of ching-mi fl* and 0.75 ts'ao-p'ing taels per picul 
of su-mi ~*. 20 ) Later, the collection of the rice tax in silver was often pro
hibited for example in 1816 and 1822 in areas other than T'ai-ts'ang depart
ment in order to reduce the tax-payer's burden which had increased due to 
the fall in the price of rice.21 ) But the enforcement of this prohibition seems 
to have been generally left to the discretion of individual county magistrates. 
At th'e beginning of the Tao-kuang period, Wang Chia-hsiang questioned the 
corrupt practice of collecting rice tax in silver, and Yii ~e-yiian ®ffirJIM re
marked that a high rate (ch'ang-chia ~fl) was paid by poor and minor house
holds, at 4 taels per picul, and that a low rate (tuan-chia mfl) was paid by 
rich and influential households, at 2 or 3 taels per picul.22) Moreover, in 
1849 Li Hsing-yiian $£m; and Lu Chien-ying rrt~ii; memorialized the throne 
asking for a prohibition on the excessively high conversion rate used when 
collecting the tax in money.23 ) 

A more important cause of the excessively high official conversion rate 
was the conversion into copper cash. When the rice tax was collected 
in copper cash, the amount was not linked to the market price of rice but to 
the silver tael, the conversion rate of which was adjusted to the price of 
rice. Since the market 'exchange rate between copper cash and silver taels was 
not officially regulated, county governments had to introduce additional 
taxes to deal with the financial crises. 

Next let us to survey the actual movement in th~ tax conversion rate in 
Ch'ang-shu county. On the basis of both the official conversion rate of the 
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rice tax to silver dollars and the market exchange rate of silver dollars to 
copper cash given in the Lou-wang yung-yil chi~ we can assume that the 
stipulated amount was as follows; in 1836 about 7,400 cash per picul, in 1838 
about 9,000 cash, after that about 10,000 cash, in 1846 as the result of a reform 
it was about 2.5 or 2.6 piculs. when paying in kind and 'about 5,000 cash per 
picul when paying in cash, and in 1851 about 6,500 cash.24) With regard to 
this, Feng Kuei-fen noted that the conversion rate of the rice tax was 8,000 
cash to 9,000 cash per picul in 1849 and 1853.25 ) Wu Yun ~~ stated that it 
was 8,000 cash to over 10,000 cash p·er picul in 1856.26 ) 

As for the silver tax, after the assessment of wastage surcharges which 
had been collected arbitrarily by counties was turned into kung-hsiang &-~ 
in the Yung-cheng period, non-regulated additional-tax items calculated in 
units of ku-p'ing •zis taels were gradually added to the stipulated amount. 
As payment in copper cash spread tax revenues were increas·ed by manipula
tion of the conversion rate which was set higher than the market exchange 
rate; during the Tao-kuang p·eriod the conversion rate came to be double the 
market exchange rate (see Table C). Furthermore during this same period 
irregular tax items designed to cover local expens·es were collected in copper 
cash.27) 

Table C. Shift in Market Exchange Rate and Official Conversion Rate of 
Silver Tax between Copper Cash and Silver Taels 

(Units: cash per tael) 

Year Market Exchange Rate Official Conversion Rate 

1759 820 Q) 880 Q) 

1821 1,270-1,280 ® 

1822 2,000-3,000@ 

1832 1, 100-1; 300 @@ 2,400-2,500@ 

1836 1,200-1,300@ "2,400 (j) 

1840 1,500-1,600@ 2,900 (j) 

1843 1,500-1,600@ 

1845 2,200-2,300@ 3,300 (j) 

1846 1,800-1,900@) 3,300 (January) (j) 

2, 350 (April) (j) 

1853 2,000@ 2,800-2,900@ 

Sources: CD Sungkiang fu-chih f'i:l[ff,f~ (compiled in Chia-ch'ing period), 21: 42a. ® 
HCCSWHP, 36: 5b. @ HCCSWHP, 38: 5b. @ Ta-Ch'ing Hsuan-tsung shih-lu 

*mlf~Jt~, 214: 3a. @ HCTC, 11: 31b. @ Ch'ou-pan yi-wu shih-mo -~ 
~~*it*• I: 4b. (j) LWYYC, p. 3, 4, 6, 7. @ Yi-pan lu -~~. tsa-shu ~~. 6: 
44b. ® HCCSWHP, 58; 31b. @) Li Wen-kung yi-chi *j(~¾~-• tsou-yi ~ 
~. 10: 52a. @ HCTC, 5: 44a. @ HCTC, 5: 33b, 10: 2a. 
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As explained above the surcharge assessment and excessively high con
version rate combined with the depreciation of rice prices during the Tao
kuang period28) and the rise in the exchange rate of silver in relation to 
copper cash on the exchange market after the 1840's, to increase the tax-pay
ers' burden29 ) and encourage them to resist payment or participate in what 
are generally known as tax resistanc'e struggles. County governments, realizing 
that it was impossible to cope with the increase in expenses with surcharge 
assessment and excessively high conversion rate alone, balanced their books by 
adopting temporary remedies such as making up for the deficiency by using 
income gained from other sources (kuan-tian min-ch'ien amI~/K) or by re
questing exemption from tax for a year because cif a natural disaster even 
when there was none.80 ) 

However, by the late Tao-kuang period, local finance was so bankrupt 
that the situation could not be controlled by county governments. 

(2) Measures to Solve the Financial Problem 
To save the situation local officials, such as the Governor and Governor 

General, and the Suchou gentry as well insisted on adopting the following 
two measures. The first measure consisted of (i) a plan for switching from 
canal shipment to sea shipment to reduce transport expenses, and (ii) a pro
posal to send the tribute grain to Peking in the form of silver taels instead 
of grain. 

The plan to change the transportation route of tribute grain had beeri 
proposed by Wei Yiian in 1827 as a method for reducing expenditures but 
was not implemented at the time.81 ) In 1845 canal shipment became physically 
impossible due to the overflow of the Yellow River which silted up the Grand 
Canal. In 184 7 the Kiangsu Governor Lu Chien-ying m·emorialized the throne 
to change the transportation route for tribute grain from Suchow and Sung
kiang r'liI prefectures to sea shipment, and this plan was implemented in the 
following year.82) After 1851 Ch'angchou 1iHM prefecture and T'ai-ts'ang 
department implemented sea shipment as· well. In unison with this, P'eng 
Yiin-chang's ~ffii\'k memorial requesting a reduction in the cost of canal 
transport was given Imperial sanction in 184888 ) and except for 1849 and 
1850 this measure was enforced.84) But with this change in route, the old 
account for canal shipment was not abolished, but allocated to the general 
account (gung-fei &-•) since such abandonment of canal transport was re
garded as an emergency measur'e.85 ) 

The expenses for sea shipment were to be borne by county governments. 
They allocated the mon·ey solicited in exchange for the sale of official rank to 
meet these expenses, but after 1854. this money was insufficient for such pur
poses and this. source was supplemented by funds from the cost of canal 
transport which came from the general account as well as money deriving 
from other expense items.86) Since canal transport fees were still collected, 
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as well as the new fees for sea transport, the result was an overall increase in 
the cost of transportation which became the main cause for a surcharge assess
ment and an excessively high conversion rate.-37) 

As for (ii), an Imperial Edict prohibiting the collection of rice tax in silver 
taels was issued in 184938) in response to the Liang-kiang ~1I Governor 
General Li Hsing-yiian's memorial. In spite of this, collection was made in 
silver taels, and in 1851 the Liang-kiang Governor General Lu Chien-ying 
memorialized the throne requesting that the tribute grain of T'ai-ts'ang de
partment and other places be transported in silver taels.39) But this measure 
was not realized because of the Taiping invasion. 

The second measure included the correction of the unequal assessment of 
taxes between influential households (ta-hu -j(?) and minor households 
(hsiao-hu 1J\F), reduction of the surcharge assessment, and devaluation of 
the conversion rate, all of which were part of the policy to equalize taxes 
(chun-fu :1$J~) put forward by Feng Kuei-fen. 

The substantial increase in actual tax-assessment through the surcharge 
assessment and an excessively high conversion rate initiated by local govern
ments was not divided equally among all households resulting in unequal 
tax-assessment. 

Next let us look at the structure of unequal tax-assessment. First the 
relations between the collection of silver tax and the distinction between in
flu·ential and minor households have to be considered. Before the Ch'ing the 
"influential household" was not only employed to indicate general social 
and ·economic capabilities unconnected with the structure of tax collection, but 
also as a name for households responsible for providing compulsory labor 
(yao-yi fm&) during the Ming period.40) This category appears quite frequent
ly in many Ch'ing period archival materials which prohibit proxy remittance 
(pao-lan '2211) by influential households especially during the K'ang-hsi ~{~~ 
period. But at the same time, before the Yung-cheng reform when the Ch'ing 
government distinguished between gentry households (shen-hu *$?) and 
commoner households (min-hu .ER;?), the term influential household (ta-hu 
-j(?) indicated discrimination by rank. Though in a regulation about collect
ing the silver tax in copper cash issued in I 733 the terms "influential house
holds" and "minor households (hsiao-hu ,J\F)" were used to indicate people 
who paid large amounts of tax and those who paid small amounts respec
tively,41) after that there was no clear legal distinction between these groups. 

However in 1856 Feng Kuei-£en suggested doing away with this distinc
tion42) and in 1865 an Imperial Edict prohibited the use of these terms in the 
counties of Suchou and Sungkiang prefectures.43) Moreover during the T'ung• 
chih IR]f{:;- and Kuang-hsii ~MI periods, at least in some parts of Hupei province 
and other areas a fixed amount of silver tax-assessment was used as an index 
to determine "influential households" and "minor households."44) According 
to the 1876 Shen-pao $¥~, in Hua-ting~~ and Lou ;I; counties of Sungkiang 
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prefecture influential households did not pay the silver tax in copper cash 
but paid it and a ten or twenty percent surcharge in the name of public 
expenses in ku'-p'ing taels. This kind of silver tax was called gentry house
hold silver (shen-hu yin m$?~). 45 l At the beginning of the Kuang-hsii period 
in these regions, influential households held the privilege of paying these 
silver taels. In Kuanghsi JJ\:g§j, Fukien ffii~ and Anhui 3Clz provinces after 
the T'ung-chih period the amount of conversion rate was regulated so 
that influential households had to pay little and minor had to pay much.46 ) 

The change in the use of the terms of influential household and minor house
hold can be explained by the change in the structure of tax collection in the 
years from the beginning of the Ch'ing to the T'ung-chih reform. During the 
Ch'ing period as a rule the tax payment system known as tzu-feng t'ou-kuei 
§ !-J&tl (lit. sealing envelopes containing tax money and personally putting 
them into silver chests at the county seat) was used. This system required 
individual tax-payers to present their taxes personally at the county seat to 
avoid proxy remittance by influential households. Nevertheless due to differ
ing circumstances in various regions, in some areas influential households were 
able to continue proxy remittance. As a result, during the K'ang-hsi period 
prohibitions on proxy remittance by influential households were often issued. 
However, after the Yung-cheng reforms proxy remittance, especially for col
lecting buu10t remittance (pao--ch'ien 'EZ.X) by clerks (hsil-li ii};f!) or runners 
(ch'ai-yi ~i!it), gave rise to public discussion on the corrupt practice caused by 
the contracting of tax collection or payment which is reflected in many archival 
source materials. These archival materials indicate that proxy remittance by 
clerks or runners was more important than that by influential households. 
At the beginning of the Kuang-hsii period, T'ao Hsii ~~ stated that though 
tax reform in the T'ung-chih period prohibited the distinction between influ
ential and minor households actually there were two kinds of silver chests, 
and that the powerful (i.e. the gentry or wealthy) put their envelopes into 
inner-chests while the others put theirs into the expensive outer-chests.47> 

Placing tax money into outer-chests indicates payment of a commission to 
the intermediatory clerks and runners. 

From the above we are able to draw the following conclusions. As a 
result of the Yung-cheng reforms and official encouragement to make tax pay
ments personally at county seats, the privilege of influential hous'eholds 
changed from that of a legal on·e based on rank to a substantial one of putting 
tax money into inner-chests. At this stage, the distinction between influential 
and minor households in the tax system changed from one in which the dis
tinction was based on local prestige to one based on the tax-register. 

On the other hand, in the case of the rice tax, at least in Suchou and 
Sungkiang prefectures, references to influential and minor households as a 
term bas·ed on local prestige in archival sources concerning the regulation of 
rice tax payment are only used as a term based on local prestige on the basis 
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of the amount of tax-assessment, except in the case of mea·sures to postpone 

paym·ent and to reduce tax payments in times of disaster or bad harvest. 

Contemporaries pointed out the inequality among tax-payers using such ex

pressions as households paying a high rate (ch'ang-chia :fltfl) and households 

paying a low rate (tuan-chia !Efl) of tax. At the same time they also drew at

tention to the excessive conversion rate for collecting rice tax in copper cash. 

Next let us examine what regulations were adopted in regard to collecting 

the rice tax in money. In the Kiangsu sheng ts'ai-chengchil shuo-ming shu 

iI~~ltJSclmIDlW=l• (A guide to Kiangsu province financial bureau) compiled 

in the Kuang-hsii period, ts'ao-mi 11;¥: i.e. tribute grain was classified into 

the following two categories: ts'ao-liang 11;£1 (ts'ao-liang 11;£1, pai-liang s;£1, 
hei-tou Jffl.s:i) and ts'ao-che 111fi or ts'ao-liang che-se 11;£.i:i:fi@. (che-ts'ao :i:fi1I, 
nan-mi i¥J:;;{E:, chu-liang mi-chia noff!;¥:1J, hsu-mi yu-sheng {IIll.:;;fE:~fij, chieh~ 

sheng hsing-yileh mi-chia iIJ~fi }.J ;¥:,fJ). The former ts'ao-liang was deliverd 

to the central government and was collected in kind, a·nd the latter ts'ao-chj 

was collected in copper cash and put into local revenue including the one for 

transporting to local granaries except for the che-ts'ao category of tribute 

grain. This regulation was limited in its efficacy. From the beginning of the 

Ch'ing period ts'ao-liang was collected in kind and hsiang-liang !~;£1 (i.e. 

rations deliv.ered to troop stations) was collected in money.48 ) Judging from 

the tax-reform of 1865 and 1866, at this point of time presumably the rate of 

collecting in money among the total sum of Collection at the level of· county 

finance was officially regulated.49 ) · 

Now if the regulated ratio of the financial items listed in the above para

graph was equally applied to each tax-payer, inequality in the collection of 

the rice tax was hardly likely to arise. But actually, as we can see from ari 

entry for 1846 in the Lou-wang yung-yil chi people paying the rice tax were 

divided into those who paid in rice and those who paid in money. Moreover 

F,eng Kuei-f,en stated in his 1849 letter to Lu Chien-ying that the actual condi

tion of surcharge assessment was not regulated quantitatively among provinces, 

among counties in a province, and among households in a county, and in his 

home area between influential and minor households, among influential 

households and among minor households, and that an extra 2 or 3 piculs for 

every picul was paid in copper cash at a maximum, 1.5 piculs was paid in 

kind at a minimum, and I picul was paid at Chang-lien t'ang ~~ffi in Yuan-· 

he 5cl1J County at a minimum. He also stated in his 1853 proposal for equal 

tax-assessment that most gentry households paid in silver taels, at the rate of 

about 1.2 or 1.3 piculs for every picul at a minimum and two times ·of this 

at a maximum. Weak and commoner households paid in silver tae1s, at the 

rate of 3 or 4 piculs for every picul, and the stronger of them paid in rice, 

more than 2 piculs for every pi cul, the strongest of them paid less than 2 

piculs. The sum· and the way of tax paying by each tax-payer varied accord

ing to his geographical and social position.50) 
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How were the differences between paying in rice and in money created? 
In Suchou and Sungkiang prefectures, the rate of land tax per mou ~ was 
mostly less than 0.2· piculs.51 ) Around 1846, the rice price was 2,000 or 3,000 
cash per picul and conversion rate of tax was 10,000 or 12,000 cash per picul, 
to pay 0.2 of a picul one needed to have more than 0.6 or 1.2 piculs of rice. 
So if an extra 1.6 or 1.7 piculs for every picul was collected, including rice for 
wastage surcharges, payment in rice was far more advantageous than in copper 
cash. Bu_t the average tax-payers could not pay in rice. Feng Kuei-fen stated 
in his proposal that households in the countryside who paid the low tax rate 
and moreover paid it all in rice (wan-mi tuan-ciha :Ji:*iR1l) were in a strong 
position to refuse to pay tax and to participate in mob violence to storm the 
granaries (nao-ts'ao hui-ts'ang l'MHI~~). He also stated that in Chang-lien 
t'ang of Yuan-he county which paid a relatively smaller amount of rice, tax
payers won a rate reduction to 1.6 or 1.7 piculs for every picul after tax 
struggles in winter. 52) From these statements, presumably payment in rice 
with only some rice for wastage surcharges was gained through tax resistance 
struggles. 

As noted above, in the case of the rice tax, before the T'ung-chih reform, 
there was no discrimination in payment by the distinction between influen
tial households and minor households on the regulations. But when famines 
were reported to the central government (chu-huang fil:71'G), there was a dif
ference in· the rate of reduction among households. According to the Lou
wang yung-yil chi, the situation in Ch'ang-shu county at the end of the Tao
kuang period was as follows; if the total amount of the land tax actually col
lected was reduced, the county governments had to adopt measures to rectify 
the situation. What they did was to submit a report of a fictive bad harvest 
brought on by disaster, actually a false disaster, and asked for a reduction 
in the amount of tribute grain to be sent to the central government. In this 
case, in principle the ratio of reduction should have been an equal-ratio with
out distinction between households. The county governments found that they 
had to give influential households a much larger tax reduction than minor 
households when false harvest failures were reported. Even in years when 
there was actually a bad harvest this unequal ratio was employed.53) 

As shown above, in the case of the rice tax, the inequality among tax
payers was supported by the system of control in the countryside, as in the 
case of the silver tax. This is illustrated by the example of Chao-wen county 
in Suchou prefecture, in 1846 tax-payers entrusted the payment of their rice 
tax to powerful people who were connected to the local government for a 
commission paid in copper cash:54 l As in the case of the silver tax, this led 
to inequality. Moreover, in Suchou and Sungkiang prefectures the inequality 
was far more obvious when compared with the silver tax for the following 
reasons: the relative abundance of surcharge assessments basically due to the 
increase in the cost of canal transport, the tax-payers burden of the rice tax 
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per mou was absolutely higher than silver tax, and the noticeable shift of the 
burden to minor households because the regulation relating to the method of. 
rice tax collection was not clearly stipulated for the silver tax. The actual 
method of collecting the tax and decisions as to the official conversion rate 
were left to the discretion of the county governments. 

From 1853 and thereafter F,eng Kuei-fen repeatedly insisted on a reduc
tion in the surcharges assessment and a reduction of the official conversion 
rate, to about 1 picul for every picul in the case of payment in rice and to 
4,000 or 4,052 cash for every picul in the case of payment in copper cash. 
Feng also suggested that the urban households paying a low rate of tax should 
pay more while rural households paying a low rate of tax in rice should be 
·exempted from such increases. He further argued for a reform of the pro
cedures for tax collection.55 ) 

To sum up, the first measure out~ined earlier (on p. 79) to solve the 
financial problem had the object of reducing the county governments expenses 
and it affected the relations between the central government and provincial 
governments. In contrast to this, the tax equalization policy advocated by 
Feng Kuei-fen had the following two objects. First it aimed to reduce the 
tax burden and ensure that the burden of poor and minor households unable 
to meet tax obligations was lightened and that of influential households was 
increased. By this method he hoped to obtain a stable revenue. Second it in
creased revenue and bolstered provincial government finance by rationalizing 
the method of tax collection which formerly centered around county officials 
and clerks under them and putting it under the strong auspices of provincial 
government. Local administration by provincial government that Feng 
advocated seemed to be a system in which the gentry participated in a posi
tive, institutional and legal fashion. 56 ) 

In the end Feng's policy of tax equalization failed due to opposition 
from a member of one of the influential households who held high office.57 ) 

,- Despite the poor reception F:eng's policy proposals received, they were 
nevertheless significant because they advocated the same stance vis-a-vis the 
central government as that later adopted by the Hsiang army bureaucrats, 
namely that provincial officials should have greater freedom in administering 
local provincial government affairs. This common stance probably created 
the conditions which allowed F,eng Kuei-fen, the Suchou gentry and the Hsiang 
army bureaucrats to come closer together. 

II. Li Hung-chang's Arrival in Shanghai .. tJi and 
the Seizure of Financial Control 

(1) Li Hung-chang's Arrival in Shanghai 

In April 1854, Suchou city fell to the Taiping forces and the Kiangsu 
Governor Hsii Yu-jen ~~=I:: died in battle. At this time the Liang-kiang 
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Governor General He Kuei-ch'ing fPJttm- escaped, abandoning Hsii and was 
subsequently removed from his post for this act. On June 24, Tseng Kuo-fan 
1tm~ was appointed as Liang-kiang Governor General. But the Suchou 
Provincial Treasurer (pu-cheng shih ::fpj$(~) Hsiieh Ruan :&H:~, who had con
nections with He Kuei-ch'ing and filled in as acting Liang-kiang Governor 
General after He retired, was appointed as Kiangsu General after May. These 
personal connections meant that Hsiieh was not a trustworthy person for either 
the Hsiang army officials or the Suchou gentry. 

The urgent task for the Suchou gentry was to secure an army capable of 
fighting and a sufficient supply of military funds. The Suchou gentry provided 
for the defense against the Taiping forces by organizing the Shanghai Joint 
Defence Bureau (hui-fang chil -®'lfJJ fm) and requested Tseng Kuo-fan to come 
to Shanghai. Tseng promised to dispatch Li Hung-chang and others under 
his command.58 ) 

In order to secure military supplies, there was no alternative but to use 
the revenue from custom duties (kuang-shui fflfflffl:), likin and donations in 
Shanghai when the Chekiang #MI merchants took an active part, because 
the military supplies stored in Suchou city had been lost when that city fell 
and regular tax collection had become impossible after the Taiping forces oc
cupied much of the rural countryside in the Suchou region. In May the 
Suchou gentry asked the Customs Taotai (Su-Sung-T'ai tao filt'l::tm) Wu Hsii 
~~' the official in charge of customs at Shanghai, to serve as the acting 
Suchou Provincial Treasurer and to take charge of finance; this appeal was 
made through his relative Wu Yiin ~~' one of the leading members of the 
Shanghai Joint Defence Bureau. Wu Hsii seems to have been selected because 
he was on good terms with Yang Fang ~i4, a wealthy comprador merchant 
from Ningpo $11t and was in a good position to receive assistance from 
foreigners because of his acquaintance with foreigners through Wu Hsii. 
Later, however, Wu Hsii was to become an obstacle to Li Hung-chang's seizure 
of financial power. 

(2) The Seizure of Financial Control by Li Hung-chang 
On arriving in Shanghai on March 10, 1862, Li Hung-chang gained con

trol over finances through personnel manipulation. Personnel manipulation 
involved the use of both official personnel and private secretaries (mu-yu 
-~); with regard to official personnel, Li dismissed those in charge of re
sponsible posts before his arrival and replaced them with Hsiang army officials 
and with private secretaries personnel, he tried to maintain co-operative re
lations with the Suchou gentry and to keep some of them under his command. 
Responsibility for important tasks was given to his confidants from Anhui. 
This section considers in detail his manipulation of personnel and the re
sponses to it of the Suchou gentry. 

As for the official personnel, Li first planned to remove the Kiangsu 
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Governor Hsueh Huan. Hsueh Huan had tried to create a situation whereby 

it would• not be necessary for Tseng Kuo-fan to come to Shanghai, going so 
far as to dispatch an agent to Hunan {i!i'J1i¥.j and Hupei provinces to raise 
troops.59) When Tseng sent his subordinate Li to Shanghai the two did not 
get on well. Li called for Hsueh Huan's dismissal, insisting that he was in

competent as a commander60l and showed a lack in intimate and harmonious 
relations with foreigners, as well as with officials and Suchou gentry.61 ) Li 
H ung-chang served as acting Kiangsu Governor in place of Hsueh H uan and 

later formally assumed the post on October 12.62 ) 

With this accomplished the problem confronting Li Hung-chang was how 
to bring th'e powers of finance under his own control. At first Li tried to re

place Wu Hsu with Kuo Sung-t'ao ~*• from the Hsiang army as the 
Kiangsu Provincial Treasurer and at the same time also give Kuo the post 

of Su-Sung f.itl Grain Intendant (liang-tao ~m); this would allow him to 

share control over Shanghai finances with Huang Fang fi.71 from Hunan 
province who was closely connected with the Hsiang army.63) It was for this 

purpose that Li asked Tseng to invite Kuo and Huang to eliminate the deep 
rooted evils practiced by wicked officials (lieh-yilan if:; jl) involved with the 
collection of taxation, donation and likin at Shanghai.64) On May 20, the 
criticism levelled against Wu Hsu by the Supervisor of the Imperial Super

visorate of Instruction (chan-shih fu chan-shih Jlll=Jf,fJlli=) Yin Chao-yung 
~~~-, 65 ) who was back in his native place, Wu-kiang ~t[ county in Suchou 
prefecture for mourning at that time, reached Tseng Kuo-fan. In his memorial 

Yin reported that Yii Pin if«~ together with Wu Hsu's subordinate Chin 
Hung-pao 4:~~ were monopolizing the Donation Bureaus (chilan chil 

mmi), and that Wu Hsu was also engaging in evil activities.66 l Li Hung

chang tried to draw the Suchou gentry supporting Wu Hsii onto his side by 
employing them as private secretaries in order to get rid of Wu Hsu and his 
subordinates.67) The subsequent investigation into the matter by Li revealed 
that Chin Hung-pao controlled Yu Pin,68) and that Wu Hsu had been pursu
ing his own private profit in opening a bank (yin-hao ffl~) and purchasing 
ships.69 ) But Li Hung-chang was not able to immediately dismiss Chin Hung
pao who was well acquainted with the situation of the Donation and Likin 

Bureaus in Shanghai.70l As for donation and likin, Li dispatched his con

fidant Anhui Candidate Taotai (hou-pu tao {~tram) Wang Ta-ching .:Ej(*~ 
and others to report on the situation,71 ) and waited for an opportunity to 
dismiss Wu Hsu. 

Aggression by the Taiping forces in September provided Li Hung-chang 
with an opportunity to dismiss Wu Hsu. Li dispatched Wu Hsu to Nanking 

to lead the Ever-victorious army (ch'ang-sheng chiln 1ft~1![) under the com
mand of H. A. Burgevine, and appointed Huang Fang to the position of 
acting Customs Taotai and the Provincial Judge (an-ch'a shih :J:ti;~{t) Liu 

Hsun-kao J~iiJ~'Jt as a proxy of the acting Provincial Treasurer.72) Li Hung-
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chang held Wu Hsii and Yang Fang responsible for the incident in Novem~ 
bet in which H. A. Burgevine returned to Shanghai and violently robbed 
40,000 taels for military expenses from the comprador merchant Yang Fang, 
and dismissed Wu Hsii. Moreover Li made them compensate for the money 
borrowed from some foreign hongs (yang-hang r$rr) to cover military expen
ditures. 73> This is how he succeeded in getting rid of Wu Hsii. 

In 1863 a proxy of the acting Provincial Treasurer Liu Hsiin-kao i~il.m,,t 
was installed formally as the regular Provincial Treasurer to succeed Wu Hsii. 
Li Hung-chang did not take Liu on because he thought Liu was misuitable.74> 

Li feared that the monopoly the Hsiang army officials such as Kuo· Sung-t'ao 
held over responsible posts would produce opposition to himself.75 > Hence, 
Li Hung-chang was not able to realize all the personnel changes he originally 
planned. 

As for private secretaries in charge of finance, Li Hung-chang took on 
Wang Ta-ching, Yen Wei lffl11t and Hsueh Shih-yii I!f~ffi, who were Li's con
fidants from Anhui, as private secretaries and invited Feng Kuei-fen and Ch'ien 
Ting-ruing ~W~ from the Suchou gentry to serve on his staff.76 > Making 
Feng and Ch'ien private secretaries was a move designed to win co-operation 
from the Suchou gentry. This desire, as will be shown later, can also be 
seen in Li Hung-chang's approval of the plan to establish the Rent Collec
tion Bureau (shou-tsu chil J&ffl.Jm) put forward by Pan Tseng-wei ffi'i'!tt, the 
son of a former Minister of Military Secret (chiln-chi ta-chen ]J[ltk!:iI) Pan 
Shih-en ffi:i!t}~.1-, and by entrusting the responsibility for its control to Pan 
Tseng-wei after the restoration of Suchou city. From these personnel moves 
we are able to see that Li intended to draw them onto his side in order to 
secure military supplies as well as to simply make use of their knowledge about 
financial administration in Kiangsu province. Li recognized that it was im
possible to neglect or exclude the Suchou gentry from his plans. Nevertheless, 
though he did use some members of. the Suchou gentry, Li actually assigned 
confidants from Anhµi to undertake main tasks such as serving on the com
mittee in charge of Likin Bureaus (li chu 1if)m). 

How did the Suchou gentry respond to Li's moves? On gentry member 
made the following criticism of Pan Ts,eng-wei, the most active member of 
the Suchou gentry, in the Sheng-ch'ilan p,ai-ch',eng ~JI[~*: 

The Kiangsu Governor Li Hung-chang, the Provincial Treasurer Liu 
Hsiin-kao, the Provincial Judge Kuo Po-yin "¥~tag and the Prefecture 
Magistrate Li Ming-wan $~1!i~ are all pupils of Pan Shih-en's.77 > Pan 
Tseng-wei controls military matters and abuses authority. He recom
mends people by accepting money, exacts rent by force and enforces new 
policies. These are all in the manner of the deep-rooted cruel evils done 
by the Taiping forces. His influence spreads vigorously and shakes all 
over Kiangnan. 78l 
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Another passage reads as follows: 

Shen Chih-shan tt;!stJIIB, conspiring with a wicked member of the gentry 
Pan Tseng-wei opened silk textiles, money changing, cotton fabric and 
soya sauce shops, with a capital of over 100,000 taels, all of which was 
written down as capital paid up by Pan Tseng-wei. Soon, Pan recom
mended Tao Yiin-t'ing ~~~ as the Even Months Assistant County 
Magistrate (shuang-yileh Hsien-ch'eng ~J=J~?R) and employed him as 
general manager of the cotton fabric shop in Suchou city, so Tao was 
able to enter the service as a manager. Afterwards, from what I have 
heard, all the shops opened by Tao used Pan's name, so, Tao probably 
did not dare to struggle with Pan, when the latter appropriated this 
property. 79 ) 

The same source also writes: 

Pan Tseng-wei's younger brother-in-law Wang Hsi-kuei x~i1t, with the 
aid of Pan's influence, deceitfully gained gentry rank, has the run of the 
public office, manages litigations, controls official affairs and has greedily 
amassed a big fortune. so) 

The above passages show that Pan Tseng-wei put people connected with 
him into official service and had them work to advance his interests. But at 
the same time, it also shows that the room for gentry participation in admin
istration was limited to the lowest levels of administration; at that level 
administration was. conducted irrationally according to favoritism. 

But the behavior of such gentry was not in accord with F,eng Kuei-f,en's 
ideas. Because Feng thought that local government should be administered 
by the regional gentry strata and not by the officials, and that administration 
should be organized, institutionalized and rationalized on this basis, he as
sumed the regional gentry to be the strata at which the policy of tax equaliza
tion was aimed.81 ) Hence it may safely be said that F,eng Kuei-£en's ideas 
were not put into effect by Li Hung-chang and that the gentry's response 
resulted from that. 

As shown above, Li Hung-chang seized control of finances in Kiangsu 
province by appointing officials with whom he had connections and using a 
limited number of private secretaries from the Suchou gentry. He used this 
as the basis for implementing his own policy toward military revenue and 
expenditure. 

III. Li Hung-chang's Policy toward Military Expenses 

(1) Measures for Military Expenses 
Li Hung-chang, in parallel with the seizure of financial power, confirmed 
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the condition of military revenue and expenditure in Kiangsu province in 
1862, and submitted the following memorial in May of the same year: 

According to existing statistics, the custom revenue is only 2,000,000 odd 
taels every year, which amounts to 200,000 odd taels per month. Twenty 
percent of this goes to pay, the indemnities to England and France re
spectively, so the [real] revenue per month is a mere 100,000 odd taels. 
This revenue includes proxy-collection of customs from Hank'ou • P 

and Kiukiang ftJI customs, so it is only 200,000 odd taels and includes 
the revenue from likin donation (li-chuan ~m). On the other hand, 
300,000 odd ta'els goes to soldiers' pay and rations and acquisition of 
weapons every month, and in addition to this military supplies bound 
for Chenkiang ~rI, salaries in this province, and soldiers' rations have 
to be paid. Moreover, the expenses for sending emergency resources to 
regions other than Peking have to be collected from taxes and donation. 
So the existing revenue is not sufficient to meet expenditure. Therefore, 
until now the revenue has been in deficit.82 ) 

Li continued on to say that the deficit amounted to more than 10,000 
taels per month. 

In July he reported that the situation would worsen further. He argued 
that if a customs house was established in Hank'ou, the maritime custom re
venue would drop to a mere 50,000 or 60,000 taels per month.83 ) In July 26, he 
also reported that the money diverted from other items in 1862 was 16,000,000 
odd taels:84) 

Faced with this serious situation, Li Hung-chang worked out a financial 
policy, the prototype of subsequent policies toward revenue and expenditure. 
It aimed first at an overall reduction in expenditure, and second at increasing 
revenue. This policy was designed to evade responsibility for sending some 
supplies to the central government and at turning aside all requests to send 
military supplies to other regions and tried to increase revenue through the 
likin donation. 

First in decreasing the amount of rice delivered to the central govern
ment he only bought and sent 94,000 odd piculs in response to the request 
for 113,000 piculs.85) With regard to subsequent requests to send 200,000 
piculs of rice to Peking, on January 1863 he replied as follows: to buy 200,000 
piculs of rice required 1,000,000 taels, but the maritime custom revenue was 
less than 100,000 taels ·every month and revenue from the likin donation was 
only 200,000 taels, and in contrast to this military expenses were 50,000 taels 
for the Ever-victorious army, military supplies 30,000 taels for Chenkiang, 
armor making expenses 20,000 taels, expenses for foreign soldiers some 10,000 
taels, Li Hung-chang's army and navy expenses more than 100,000 taels, and 
Sungkiang and Shanghai former military station expenses, several troop 
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stations expenses 100,000 taels, so it was impossible to send rice to Peking.s6 ) 

Finally he sent only 30,000 piculs by collecting donations from merchants in 
Apri1.s7) 

As shown above, Li Hung-chang stressed the extreme difficulty of sending 
rice to Peking on the one hand, and memorialized requesting exemption from 
tribute grain for one year and a reduction of it for one or two year at 
T'ai-ts'ang departm·ent, Chen-yang ~~, Ch'ang-shu, Chao-wen, K'un-shan 
~rl! and Hsin-yang ~~~ counties newly recovered from the Taipings, and 
Chia-ting &5E and Chin-shan :&rl! counties which had suffered heavy dam
age.SS) Next in May after the war situation had changed for the .better in 
April and the recovery of Suchou city was in sight, he memorialized the throne 
requesting a reduction in the regulated tax, that is a policy of reducing tax 
and surcharge assessment to correct inequalities in the burden among house
holds.89) This tax reform, from the point of view of his financial policy, s·eems 
to indicate precautions. taken to combat the predictable request for rice from 
the central government after the recovery of Suchou city. 

Aft'er the above memorial, he did send some rice in response to requests 
for military suppli'es from Tseng Kuo-fan et al., at the same time stressing 
the financial difficulties in Kiangsu province. In April, Li promised to send 
Ts·eng Kuo-fan 60,000 taels including 20,000 taels' donation for buying rice 
bound for Peking.90) Later though the revenu·e from the likin d~nation was 
reduced by half due to the decline of market towns. in July and August re
spectively he sent 40,000 taels to Tseng Kuo-fan and Tseng Kuo-ch'iian tfOOg~ 

in expectation of an incr'ease in silver revenue from the newly established 
Likin Bureau and from increased donations from moneylenders in Shanghai.91 ) 

In September he sent a further 30,000 taels to Ts,eng Kuo-ch'iian and over 
5,000,000 cash to Tseng Kuo-fan,92) and m October 30,000 taels to Tseng 
Kuo-ch'iian.93 ) 

Though Suchou city was recaptured in October 1863 and Wuhsi ~i~ 
in November, the financial difficulty continued. First only 40,000 piculs of 
rice, 100,000 odd piculs paddy and about 400,000,000 cash materials were left 
in Suchou city,94) and second the likin donation in Shanghai was heavy and 
trading vessels avoided the Likin Bureau becaus·e of the over-establishment 
of likin stations, so that the likin donation revenue was reduced.95 ) 

A new way of securing revenue to relieve this financial crisis was 
devised. It was the collection of rent donation (tsu-chilan fflJ~) by the Rent 
Collection Bureau that had been set up during the Taiping occupation. 
It was ·established on the basis of the proposal by Pan Ts,eng-wei as a transi
tional measure until land tax collection· was possible. Rent donation was 
determined at 0.6 piculs p·er mou, to be collected by the General Bureau 
(tsung-chil ff,,ttfpj). Of this 0.6 piculs, 0.2 piculs were to be allocated for military 
rations, 0.14 piculs for r'elief and 0.01 piculs for public expenditure, and 
0.25 piculs to landowners. Next in 1864, as rice production recovered, rent 
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donation was regulated to collect 800 cash per picul in Wu ~' Ch'ang-chou 
:R~+I and Yuan-he counties, and 870 cash per picul including expenses for 

repairing the Confucian temples in Wu-kiang and Chen-tse -~ counties.96> 

On the other hand, accompanying the restoration of Suchou city, there 
were many requests from Peking and other regions for an increase in the 
amount of revenue to be sent outside the region. In the autumn of 1863 
Ts,eng Kuo-fan asked for 40,000 taels. Li delayed transportation of the funds 

and by March 1864 had only sent 30,000 taels.97 > As a result, the Yamen in 
General Control of Matters Concerning Foreign Nations (tsung-li ya-men 

m~tl.:flli'F5) urged Li Hung-chang to send military supplies from within the 
transporting expenses. Li sent 50,000 taels to Pao Ch'ao's retm army, 40,000 
taels to the An-ch'ing ~JI'. Grain Intendant (liang-t'ai tHE) and 130,000 

taels to the Chin-ling ~~ Garrison (ta-ying ::k~). 98> 

The recapture of Nanking in June 1864 weakened the grounds for con

tinuing the emergency military expenditure policy, so the central government 

declared an end to the emergency situation in Kiangsu province and requested 
that silver tax be sent to Peking. Li responded to thes·e requests by continu

ing on former measures claiming that the emergency situation still existed. 
He memorialized asking for a reduction in the amount of revenue from customs 
and salt-likin and other sources that were to be sent to Peking in addition 

to his petition of November 1864 requesting an exemption from making good 
the unpaid amount of the ·equally apportioned donation (t'an-chilan lim) 
which had to be sent to Peking.99 > The first reason Li gave for not sending 
custom revenue to Peking was the fact that funds. were needed to suppress 
the Moslem (hui-min re.I.§:;) and the Nien ~ rebellions, and to make up 
for the deficit in required military supplies accumulated during the fight 

against th'e Taipfog forces.100> In short he stressed the great need for mili

tary supplies. The reason he gave for requesting a reduction in the amount 
to be sent from the customs revenue was as follows: since likin donation and 
customs tax are paid by the same people, to be able to collect customs tax 
in a meaningful manner the likin donation needs to be abolished, and it 
would be far too costly and cause extortion on the part of clerks to do so.101> 

As shown above, Li Hung-chang consistently responded to the requ.ests 
from Peking and other regions by asking for a reduction of funds to be sent 
out of Kiangsu province claiming financial difficulties, and at the same time, 
continued to implement measures -devised to increase the revenue derived 
from likin donation. 

(2) The Significance of Li Hung-cbang's Report on Military Revenue and 
Expenditure 

How did Li Hung-chang report the measures he proposed to adopt 
toward military expenses to the central government? And wha:t significance 
did it have? In considering these questions let us take up the r·eport on closing 
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accounts of military revenue and expenditure for 1865. 
The conventional practice with regard to reporting on financial revenue 

and expenditure of province was that the Provincial Treasurer drew up a 
register (ch'ing-ts'e frr-Dfr) which included detailed items of revenue and ex
penditure. The register had to be submitted either once or four times a 
year. It was inspected and submitted by the Governor and the Governor 
General as a special subject memorial (chuan-che chil-tsou 4fflJ!_~) together 
with the account memos (ch'ing-tan m• lit. clean lists) which gave a brief 
quantitative review of past revenue and expenditure. The institution for 
submitting the annual memorial on every item and its account for revenue 
and exp-enditure (tsou-hsiao ~f~) indicates that Ch'ing financial institutions 
were centralized. According to the regulations this register included not only 
regular items such as land tax, but emergency revenue and expenditure, and 
had to be authorized by the central government. This register reporting sys
tem gradually fell into disuse after the late Tao-kuang period, especially fol
lowing the introduction of the regulation for raising military expenses (ch'ou
hsiang shih-li gjj€ij$ffeU) of 1851 and after 1853 when the Taiping invasion made 
it necessary for each region to supply its own military expenses.102) Owing 
to the situation described above, when Nanking was restored in June 1864, an 
Imperial Edict was issued that authorized the reporting of the total amount 
of revenue and expenditure in the form of a brief account memo and did not 
require the presentation of a register for military affairs accounts concerning 
Suchou and Shanghai for the period before June 1864.10.3) 

In accordance with the provisions of this Imperial Edict, the figures of 
every revenue and expense items were divided into regular and miscellaneous 
items, and submitted in two reports. The one covering the period from April 
1862 to the end of June 1863 was called the first bill (ti-yi an m~~), and 
another covering the period from July 1863 to the end of June 1864 was the 
second bill (ti-erh an m=:~). The first bill was submitted on February 
17, 1865,104) the second was submitted on June 1 of the same year.105) Subse
quently the report of the figures of revenue and 'expense items for the period 
from February 1860 to October 3, 1862, already made by the former Governor 
General Hsueh Ruan and the former acting Provincial Treasurer Wu Hsu 
were revised and submitted on August 28, 1865 as well.106l As this revised bill 
originally drawn up by Wu Hsu included the account items for the period 
before October 3, 1862, the accounts for the period after October 3 were in
cluded in the first bill. But the figures for regular and miscellaneous expense 
items of several former military stations. and the revenue items from Anhui 
before March 1862, and the revenue of the treasuries in the Suchou Provincial 
Treasurer office and Shanghai customhouse, and likin donation after Li Hung
chang' s arrival at Shanghai were included in the first bill.107) The third bill 
(ti-san an ~~~) covering the period from July 1864 to May 1865 was sub
mitted on June 29, 1869, after Li Hung-chang had left the Kiangsu Governor-
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Table D. Details of the First and Second Bills and Revised Report, 1860-1864 

(Units: tael, cash and picul) 

~ 
Revem1e Expenditure Surplus or Deficit 

Silver Cash Rice Silver Cash Rice Silver Cash 

First Bill 4,433,598 59,197,000 4,423,667 34,271,000 9,931 24,926,000 

Second Bill 4,124,596 20,000,000 
4,125,420 43,264,000 9,108 l, 662,000 

[4,134,528] Q) [ 44, 926, 000] Q) 

· Revised Report 4;446, 182 360, 592, 000 2,460 5,051,540 367,161,000 2,495 -609,582@ 

Source: LWCKCC, 8; 96, 9: 12b-13a, 4lb-42a. 
CD The figures in brackets in the second bill include the surplus of the first bill. 
® The deficit of the revised report has been converted into silver tael units. Li 
Hung-chang wrote concerning the deficit of the revised report that since 181, 388 
taels of this deficit had been covered by the raised donation later, 428, 194 taels 
were remained now. (See, LWCKCC, 9: 4lb-42a.) 

Generalship.108> 

What then did the figures summed up in these reports of revenue and 
expenditure mean? From the details of the revised report, first and second 
bills (see, Table D), we are able to observe the following. First while revenue 
and expenditure increased respectively between the time of the revised re
port and the first bill, there was a decrease between the first bill and second 
bill. Li Hung-chang explained the reason for this as follows: 

On assuming the post of acting Governor in April 1862 I only commanded 
10,000 men in the army and navy. I therefore added the soldiers who 
had been under the command of Hsueh Ruan. I arranged, reduced, 
selected and disciplined them and the Ever-victorious army of F. T. Ward 
also numbered 40,000, so though the revenue was allotted to the expenses 
for them, the deficit did not amount to much. But after that the Mari
time Customs began to levy duties at Hank'ou and Kiukiang the Mari
time Custom revenue in Shanghai was gradually reduced, and the total 
revenue was just enough to meet the military expenses for the foreign 
soldiers and the army at Chenkiang. As the attack on the enemy forces 
by my army became increasingly successful, the number of soldiers was 
increased, and reached more than 70,000 in both the army and navy in 
the summer of 1863. Since I could not raise sufficient money to maintain 
this force, I had no alternative but to fall back upon the likin donation. 
To do so I arranged likin in Shanghai, following the method adopted by 
the Ch'u ~ army in the mid-Yangtse region. After recovering a place, 
I set up stations (k'a "F) and offices (chil fiD) [to collect likin] to contribute 
to military expenses, and merchants said that government soldiers killed 
rebels and relieved people, so everyone was willing to pay the money. 
Though after having their areas ravaged, those who were fond of righ
teousness handed out money [to keep law and order]. The damage in 
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Suchou and Sungkiang prefectures was comparatively light and commerce 
began to greatly flourish, so many donation stations were set up, 
but as the damage in Ch'angchou and Chenkiang prefectures was worst, 
I did not set up a likin office again in Ch'angchou after the restoration 
of that city in April 1864.109) 

Another memorial reads as follows: 

In comparison with the previous year the amount of customs and likin 
donation revenue obtained in the year from June 1863 to June 1864 had 
decreased to 1,000,000 odd taels. After the restoration of Suchou and 
Hangchou tfcfM merchants left for other regions so that the amount of 
revenue obtained from the likin donation has gradually decreased. As 
rent donation paid in turn from each county under Suchou prefecture 
and more than 800,000 taels was collected, I was able to fall back upon 
it and supplement the financial revenue to some slight 'extent. [I have 
tried to] cut expenses as much as possible, but the shortage of military 
supplies has become increasingly acute each month. Hence though the 
number of military stations has been gradually increasing and military 
supplies have been increasing day by day, the resources for supporting 
them has decreased by several 100,000 taels in comparison with last year, 
and in this situation I have 'endeavoured to meet military supplies from 
the meager funds available, but there has been no extra money to spare.110) 

According to the above source the increase in revenue and expenditure 
between the revised report and the first bill was du'e to the increase in mili
tary expenses and the increase in revenue from likin donation. According to 
the explanation given by Li above, the decr'ease of revenue and expenditure 
between the first bill and the second bill was basically due to the decrease 
of revenue of customs and likin donation which accompanied the discontinua
tion of the 'establishment of likin stations and offices, and the dispersion of 
merchants who had gathered in Shanghai because of the restoration of Suchou 
and Hangchou, the decrease in expenditure which was brought on by a 
decrease in revenu'e, and the increase in military supplies. 

Second, the deficit is summed up in the revised report, but the revenue 
and expenditure accounts balanc'ed in the first and second bills. This cor
responds to that in the report of military supplies of the Hsiang army by 
Tseng Kuo-fan from May 1860 to June 1864; in that case also the revenue 
and expenditure accounts balanced.111) 

Did the increase and decrease in revenue and expenditure, and the bal
ances of the revenue and expenditur'e accounts reflect the real conditions of 
revenue and expenditure? Did the r'evenue from likin donation really de
crease? The source quoted above states that the amount of decrease in customs 
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and likin donation revenue was supplemented by rent donation money which 
was 200,000 taels less than the previous year. Even if the difference in the 
length of the period covered in the two bills, nine months for the first and in 
twelve months for the second, is not questioned, the difference in revenue 
hetween the first bill and the second bill was about 300,000 taels, and the 
remaining 100,000 taels was left unexplained. Even if it was interpreted that 
this 100,000 taels was less than 10,000 ta·els a month and indicated a general 
decrease, what was the condition of the tevenue gained from likin donation 
and rent donation? Was it plausible that the revenue in the period from the 
first bill to the second bill decreased and the surplus was insignificant whil'e 
Li Hung-chang was implementing measures to reduce expenditure and increase 
revenue? 

Regarding the likin donation and revenue derived from other donations 
Yin Chao-yung and an official Wang Hsien-ch',eng ~llnlt from Ch'ang-shu 
county in Suchou prefecture criticized Li Hung-chang. Yin Chao-yung wrote 
that in addition fo. the donations collected by setting up the likin stations, 
many kinds of donations varying in amount from some 10- cash to some 1,000 
cash were levied on such things as tables in eating houses and gambling ·establ
ishments, and refreshments as well as from barbers, night soil transporters 
and prostitutes.112) Wang claimed that the total amount of each donation 
item including likin donation and rent donation amounted to 40,000,000 
taels.113 ) 

In reply to this criticism Li Hung-chang stated that though donation 
iterris in Kiangsu province were complicated, the revenue was nowhere near 
the large amount claimed by Wang, and that the figures for revenue and 
expenditure items were all included in the account memo and there was no 
fabrication or embellishment whatsoever. In addition Li wrote: 

To sum up the item of likin donation indicated in several memos, the 
total sum of revenue was 3,490,000 odd taels in the period from April 
1862 to June 1863, and according to anoth'er memo, it was 887,000 odd 
taels during the period from October 1862 to June 1864, and 2,062,000 
odd taels in the period from July 1863 to June 1864. These figutes have 
already been reported to the Board of Revenue, and to sum up the likin 
donation amounted to 6,400,000 odd taels during this two years and con
stituted a large amount. The likin in Kianghsi t[g!j, Hunan and Hupei 
provinces was only 1,000,000 odd taels each year respectively, the likin 
donation collected within 2,000 odd li .m_ of Suchou and Sungkiang pre
fectures amounted to 3,000,000 per year .... 114) 

In the above passage which was intended as an apology to Yin Chao
yung and Wang Hsien-ch'eng, it must be understood that Li included other 
donation items as well as the likin when using the term likin donation (li-
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chilan IHiij) with respect to Suchou and Sungkiang prefectures. Otherwise, it 
would not be an apology to Yin Chao-yung's criticism. However, Li's second 
explanation cited on p. 94 offers the following interpretation. Likin, as Li 
called the likin donation, was a donation and stations were set up to collect it. 
Ideally the rate was to be pegged to the amount of expenditure; in years of 
great expenditure the likin rate would automatically be raised to meet the 
rise, and in time of little expenditure it would be lowered. But when in 
need of extra revenue or when the revenue from likin donation did not 
cover the expenditure for which it was allotted, it seems that other donation 
items were temporarily set up and collected. Therefore, in the report on 
revenue and expenditure briefly drawn up on the basis of the Imperial Edict 
which exempted the submission of registers mentioned above, it was impos
sible to clearly state the details of the likin donation. Even if details were 
given under the likin donation entry, there is no guarantee that all the 
donation items and the amount collected were actually entered, since there 
were no regulations concerning the emergency donation item. As a matter 
of fact, in 1863 the first memorial conc·erning the collection of rent donation 
which began soon after the restoration of Suchou city was presented on the 
same day as the memorial replying to the criticism by Yin and Wang, and 
the report of the second bill was presented. This fact seems to indicate that 
there was no report concerning rent donation in the first bill and that it was 
hurriedly memorialized to answer the criticism of Yin Chao-yung and Wang 
Hsien-ch',eng.115) If Li's second explanation cited on p. 94, which appears 
at the end of the second bill, is interpreted as an excuse for not entering 
the rent donation in the first bill, the intention is clear. Li had not entered 
the amount of rent donation revenue in the first bill. Nevertheless, the 
figures of revenue and expenditure in the first bill balanced well. If the 
amount of customs and likin donation revenue had been as much as before 
and the rent donation had been added to that figure, the total figure for 
revenue and expenditure would not balance and the first bill would be con
sidered to be false. So Li had to stress the decrease by 1,000,000 taels in customs 
and likin donation revenue. If Wang Hsien-ch'eng had not pointed out the 
irregularity of the rent donation revenue, Li would not have reported it 
and would not have had to stress the decrease in the amount of customs and 
likin donation. 

Since the Governor and Governor Ge1~eral were permitted to collect 
donations as the need arose but were exempted from the duty of drawing up 
a register, the manipulation of figures became even easier than in the former 
institution for submitting the annual memorial on every item and its account 
for revenue and expenditure. If so, if the likin and other donation items 
reached a large sum and there was a surplus in financial revenue and ex
p·enditure, it is possible that it was not entered in a report. It seems that Li 
Hung-chang skillfully dodged the criticism by taking advantage of the account 
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memo system. 
As we have seen above, the report concerning revenue and expenditure 

presented to the central government by Li Hung-chang is sufficient to arouse 
the suspicion that he concealed the existence of the surplus by taking advan
tage of the account memo system. Perhaps this surplus was spent on the 
extension and reinforcement of the Huai army and to strengthen Li Hung
chang' s power base as a local official. 

(3) The Actual Condition of the Policy for Military Expenses 
Next let us consider how Li Hung-chang's policy was understood in those 

days through the above-mentioned memorial by Yin Chao-yung which criti
cized Li. Yin, a native of Wu-kiang county in Suchou prefecture held the 
important post of Chancellor of the Grand Secretaries (nei-ke ta-hsileh shih 
plglffl:k~±) in the central government, and seemed to have some understand
ing of actual conditions in Kiangsu province. His criticism of Li H ung-chang 
may be divided into two parts. First, the excessive collection of likin and 
other donations, and the need to abolish likin stations, and second, the ar
rogation of administration and personnel. 

With regard to the first point Yin wrote: 

The Kiangsu Governor Li Hung-chang's merit is remarkable, but he lacks 
in care for the people and [his plans] for returning the wandering peo
ple to their owti land and for their relief are inadequate as well. Recla
mation of waste land is insufficient. I have never heard that he ruled 
over the people with benevolence, but have heard only the severe manner 
in which he collects [likin and donations] .... All blame Li Hung-chang 
for the evils of severe and injurious [likin and donations] collection in 
Kiangsu. 116) 

In reply to these accusations Li Hung-chang argued in the following 
manner: 

After taking up the pos1t10n of Kiangsu Governor, I regained th'e 
cities under enemy's control one by one and pacified the whole province. 
The merit is not small. But the condition in this province was the same 
as starting from the beginning, and I could trust and us·e a comparatively 
large number of people so that various kinds of people became mixed 
together and the method of collecting military supplies varied widely, so 
grudges were liable to develop among the people.117 ) 

Li Hung-chang contradicted each of Yin Chao-yung's cnt1C1sm though 
accepting Yin's statement to some degree, and insisted that since the war was 
still not over, the collection of likin donation was essential to the success of 
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military activities, so it was impossible to abolish all the likin offices. In reply 
to Yin's claim that likin stations were set up every 5 or 10 li, that the likin was 
collected eight or nine times on silk piece-goods and five or six times on timber 
at the rate of 0.3 taels per tael from Chekiang and Shanghai to Suchou. Li 
Hung-chang answered that: likin stationS were only set up ·every 50 or 70 li; 
the rate charged was a mere 30 or 40 cash per 1,000 cash on the basis of the 
Shanghai regulations for th·e likin rate (Shanghai ting-chang J::m5E:'.$:) and 
the likin donation was only charged two or three times on the same goods 
from Chekiang and Shanghai to Suchou. He also explained that though Yin 
complained of the great number of donations in Kiarigsu this was due to 
the fact that commerce was flourishing in this province.· Moreover Li 
m'emorialized that the basic policy was to merge likin stations with customs 
and gradually abolish them after the region was completely pacified.118> 

Yin however made the following statement about rent donation: 

In Suchou rent donation in recent years has been 0.4 piculs per mou, 
while rent collected 1 picul per mou in years of good harvest, and dona-
tion money more than 800 cash. In severe cases unworthy officials meas
ured land by illegal measures, thereby falsely inflating the number of mou 
and collected rice tax directly from tenants. Many non-official households 
suffered from clerks of all grades unlawfully seizing their rent [without . . 

their knowledge]. Even if the landowner came and asked why the tenants 
had not paid the rent, the tenants merely replied that they had already 
paid the rent to the authorities.119> 

Yin concluded that Li Hung-chang went against and infringed upon the 
Imperial order and he had no qualms about oppressing the people because 
of his achievements in suppressing the Taiping rebels.120> 

Second as for the arrogation of administra~ion and personnel, Yin Chao
yung pointed out that there were a n:iyriad of donations which made life 
troublesome, and the relatives, private secretaries, retainers from other 
provinces and wicked gentry vied with ·each other to take up the commissioners 
post and arrogantly used their position to do as they pleased.121> Li Hung
chang partly agreed with the veracity of this claim stating that he too was 
afraid that gentry managers were apt to misuse their authority to do as they 
pleased and he would dismiss unworthy commissioners.122> But he also gave 
the following excuse in his own defense: 

The former Hupei Governor Hu Lin-yi tiJH:tJi once said, "The collection 
of likin should be based ori the method proposed by Liu Yen jlJ~, an 
official of the T'ang )jg period, and that it is · better to allow scholars 
(shih-jen ±A) and not clerks to take ·charge of the task. This method 
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will reduce abuses to a minimum. In order to ensure that the likin dona
tion in Hupei and Hunan is collected separately and allotted to military 
supplies in Hupei and other provinces and that military supplies can be 
continued for the longest time possible a.nd give the. best results, we 
should select [talented] people and we are hot entrust such work exclu
sively to expectant (hou-pu {~rm) officials and county officials." . 

In the beginning I followed this method. No matter where they 
• came from, I sought upright, industrious and reliable men, and 'employed 
them in the office. I did not assign relatives of officials and private ·sec
retaries to such posts, and always carefully selected staff from retainers 
from other provinces and· gentry. After the whole province was pacified, 
I thought that perhaps expectant officials should be used. And at that 
time I would reduce the .number of men from other provinces.123 ) 

From the above confrontation between Yin Chao-yung and Li Hung
chang, the differences between the views of the two about the way of con
ducting local government are sharply contrasted. In the first place Yin pointed 
out that Li not only tormented the people in that region by coilecting exces
sive amounts of likin and other donations, but also arrogated to his follow
ers the management of likin offices and donation offices, partly using local 
people. This . shows that Yin thought that local government should be 
conducted on the basis of the usual bureaucratic system a process in which 
the local gentry participated. Li Hung-chang for his part justified the col
lection of likin donation on the grounds of the emergency situation, and argued 
that the important point in managing the likin offices and donation offices 
was to select and us'e capable men. This shows that Li aimed to establish the 
supremacy of the Governor and Governor General and to negate the role of 
county officials and clerks in local administration, and to put his confidents· 
into positions of real power while at the same time taking advantage of the 
regional gentry to generally consolidate his own position. 

Conclusion 

After his arrival in Shanghai in March 1864, Li Hung-chang carried out 
personnel changes ahd brought finances under his control, increased the num
ber of likin and other donation offices under the direct control of the Gov
ernor and Governor General and,intensified the collection of likin donation 
in order to secure more funds to pay for military supplies. At the same time, 
as immediate steps to overcome the crisis, he devised many measures which 
would allow a reduction in the amount of rice and silver to be sent to Peking 
and other regions. He also enforced tax reform as one of his policies for the 
reconstruction of local finances after the restoration of order in Kiangnan. 

The above consideration of Li Hung-chang's financial policy clarifies the 
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following two points. 
First, the Governor and Governor General strengthened their control over 

finance. They were able to gain this control by setting up likin and other 
donations to pay for military supplies and administering the collection of 
these donations. So it was difficult for th'e Board of Revenue to know the 
real situation surrounding likin. As in the criticism of Yin Chao-yung, mem
bers of committee managing likin and donation offices were of a different 
nature to those s·et up through the usual administrative channels. The per
sonnel working in those offices were appointed by and directly responsible 
to the Governor and Governor General. As for the institution of reporting 
accounts in detail to the thron·e, though reports were submitted, they were 
only simple memos, summarizing revenue and expenditure figures briefly, 
which made it easier for the provincial government to manipulate funds. It 
functioned as a method of securing funds for the use of the provincial gov
ernment, or more accurately of the Governor and Governor General. There
fore both the continuation and expansion of the collection of likin and other 
donations, and the discontinuation of the usual m·ethod of reporting accounts 
led to the breakdown of the central financial institution, and to the relative 
strengthening of the power of the Governor and Governor General which 
changed the nature of local government administration. 

Second, let look at the participation of the Suchou gentry in local gov
ernment administration, as manifested in the relationship between Li Hung
chang as a local official and the regional gentry. Li Hung-chang first used the 
Suchou gentry to secure military supplies. Their support was essential to his 
plans. He took advantage of them in the course of expanding his control over 
financial power in Kiangsu. Many members of the Suchou gentry were in
stalled in offices in order to engage in work relating to the Huai army. There 
is no doubt that this allowed them to strengthen their power relatively within 
the ruling structure of the Ch'ing dynasty. However, the real result of this 
trend was to strengthen the power of the Governor and Governor General 
something completely different from the system envisaged by F,eng Kuei-fen 
in which the gentry would organize and administer local government. 

Later Li Hung-chang aimed ·at strengthening the power of his followers 
including the Huai army. It may safely be said that Li's extention of power 
in Kiangsu linked with the relative fortification of the power of the Governor 
and Governor General vis-a-vis th'e central government accompanied by the 
breakdown of centralized financial control greatly increased the power of Li 
H ung-chang as a local official. 
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during the Ch'ing Dynasty), Chung-kuo she-hui ke-sh-ileh-yilan ching-chi yen-chiu-so 
chi-k'an 9=1ffijjrl:.fJ/·~l!ic~tlfuFf3':E)r~flj, 3, 1981, p. 126. In this table, the total amount 
of the first, second and third bills for the Suchou military supply from April 1862 to 
the end of May, 1865, is 12,482,703 taels. The total of the third bill has been taken 
from the memorial of June 29, 1869. By subtracting the first and second bill totals 
from the total amount indicated by this table, we can get 3,933,616 taels as the total 
amount of silver for the third bill. 

109) LWCKCC, tsou-kao, 9: 2b-3a. 
110) Ibid., 9: 13a. 
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Ill) The figures for revenue and expenditure of military supplies by the Hsiang army under 
the command of Tseng Kuo-fan from September 1853 to June 1864 were reported in 
February 1867 by the acting Anhui Provincial Treasurer Wu K'un-hsiu ~:!${~, the 
Kianghsi Provincial Treasurer Sun Ch'ang-fu ffi*mt and the former acting Provincial 
Treasurer He Ching fpJ;IJ:. See, TWCKCC, tsou-kao, pp. 800-802. 

112) LWCKCC, tsou-kao, 9: 3a. 
113) LWCKCC, p'eng-liao han-kao, 6: 32a. 
114) LWCKCC, tsou-kao, 9: 4b. 
115) The first bill read "likin donation and others", but the second bill read "likin do-

nation, donation for rations (hsiang-chuan M1~) and others". 
116) LWCKCC, tsou-kao, 9: la. 
117) Ibid., 9: I. 
118) Ibid., 9: 1-3. 
119) Ibid., 9: Sa. 
120) LWCKCC, p'eng-liao han-kao, 6: 34b. 
121) LWCKCC~ tsou-kao, 9: lb. 
122) Ibid., 9: lb. 
123) Ibid., 9: 3b. 


